Pelvic Neutral
Proper alignment is always important. It becomes even more important when you are
pregnant! Think of it as your neutral gear. The position all movement should start from.
Every day of your pregnancy is different and throughout your pregnancy your neutral
position will change. It’s important you stay familiar with it.
Your diaphragm, cervix and pelvic floor should all be parallel to one and other *See left
pictures. When you are in pelvic neutral they will be. Why is this important? A few
reasons;
1) Pelvic neutral provides baby with the most amount of room. When baby has room
they are more likely to position themselves the way they should be. This will help
prevent malpositions, such as breech and occiput posterior (back labour).
2) Your pelvic floor is a group of muscles that baby must make its way through during
childbirth. Pelvic neutral is the position in which these muscles are most effective.
They have proper length and tone. When sitting the majority of us sit in a posterior
pelvic tilt, see below. This causes your pelvic floor muscles to shorten and contract.
Not helpful for labour and delivery!

Pelvic neutral cannot be determined without first identifying full
pelvic range of motion through pelvic tilts. Optimal core function
begins in the position of pelvic neutral. The majority of core
muscles either originate or insert on the pelvis, this includes
pelvic floor. To function properly, muscles must be at their
optimal length. When the pelvis is its neutral position, core
muscles remain functional.
Your pelvis is made up of 3 bones (sacrum, left and right iliums).
These 3 bones create 3 joints (left and right sacroiliac (SI) joints
and the symphysis pubis) *See right picture. These structures
create the inlet and outlet for baby. Improper movement in any of
these joints will negatively influence your pregnancy and
childbirth experience. Maintaining proper joint motion and pelvic
balance is an important part of a healthy pregnancy.

3) In the later stages of pregnancy, baby’s head will begin to touch your cervix. This
starts a communication chain of events that lets your body know the end is near. In a
neutral position gravity is in your favour and will help baby descend properly into your
pelvis so that communication can begin. Helpful when you would like to progress into
childbirth naturally!

Posture is a simple way to identify if your pelvic joints may be imbalanced or
restricted.
• From the front, is one hip higher than the other? This indicates a twisted pelvis
and joint restriction.
• From the top, is one side of your butt bigger than the other? This indicates a
twisted pelvis and joint restriction.
• From the side, does your belly protrude and your butt stick out? This indicates
increased anterior pelvic tilt which increases stress on the lumbar spine and SI
joints resulting in joint restrictions.

Performing Pelvic Tilts
Begin by lying on your back, knees bent and feet on the
ground. Draw an imaginary line through your hips. All
movement rotates around this axis.
Anterior Pelvic Tilt: Increase the curve of your low back by
pushing your butt bones into the floor. Your tummy moves
forward and space is created between your low back and the
ground. If you experience pain it indicates something is
wrong and treatment is warranted. Always complete pain free
movement.
Posterior Pelvic Tilt: Tuck your bum under and flatten your
back. Your pubic bone will move forward and your back will
lie against the ground. Again, complete pain free movement.
The movement between these 2 end positions is the
functional range of your pelvis. The middle, between anterior
pelvic tilt and posterior pelvic tilt, is your pelvic neutral
(aka functional neutral). Proper joint motion and the pelvic
neutral position must be maintained throughout pregnancy.
Once identified, pelvic neutral should be maintained
throughout your day in any position you are in and during all
movement. This includes seated and standing.

Anterior Pelvic Tilt

Posterior Pelvic Tilt

Pelvic tilts should always be performed in a pain free range. Why? Pain is
an indicator that something is functioning incorrectly and it changes the way
our body moves. Pain alters the sensory input our body receives which then
alters the output of motor control and teaches us improper movement. But
can improper function occur without pain? Of course it can! Pain is typically
one of the last signals our body sends out to tell us something is wrong. We
highly encourage you to correct dysfunctions before you experience pain.
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Scalene/Supraspinatus Release with
Therapy Ball or Travel Roller

Scalenes

Here you will see the exercise completed with a therapy ball (pic 1, part A & B)
and with a travel roller (pic 2). Both are a great tools used to release muscle
tightness, correct muscle imbalances and improve posture. Remember, release
muscles and don’t spend much time on joints or bony areas.
Picture 2 *a variation of pic 1
• Place the travel roller up against the wall at shoulder height. Lean in so that
the top of your shoulder is against the roller. Initially this can be tricky but much
like riding a bike once you get it, you’ve got it!
• To release simply find a tender spot and bend your knees. Roll back and forth
for 10-15 seconds. Then find another.
• Travel rollers are covered with a yoga mat which makes them sticky and easy
to control on the wall. Traditional foam rollers will be too slippery for this
exercise.

Pic 1 Part A

Pic 1 Part B

Picture 1 Part A
• Stand facing a solid door frame or a nook in a wall.
• Place the therapy ball waist height.
Picture 1 Part B
• Hinge at your hips and lean the front/top part of your shoulder into the ball.
Keep a flat back and knees bent. Roll slowly.
• When you reach a tender spot, bend your knees and work it out for 10-15
seconds. Then release and move the ball to a new spot. You should find 3
main spots.
• To add variety you can also try gently moving your head or hanging arm
around to help release.
• If you need more pressure, move your feet further away.

Picture 2

Thoracic Spine Release & Extension with Therapy Balls or Foam Roller
Here you will see the exercise completed with therapy balls. Many times foam rollers and therapy balls are interchangeable.
Therapy balls are a great tool used to release muscle tightness, correct muscle imbalances and improve posture. Release
muscles, don’t spend much time on joints or bony areas. As pregnancy progresses move to the wall.
Part 1
I prefer using the 2 therapy balls in the tote. Place the balls on either side of your spine, just below bra line. Support your neck,
lift your butt and wiggle your way up the spine. When you find a tender spot roll back and forth for 5-10 seconds. Move up and
down your spine 2-3 times.
Part 2 *Only perform while in 1st trimester and during postpartum period
Much like picture 1 in that you start just below bra line with the balls in tote on either side of your spine. Support your neck but
keep your butt on the ground and extend over the balls. Relax your head on the floor. Hold for a couple of seconds, then tuck
your chin, curl back up and move up an inch to another spot up your spine.
Consistency is key, you will have better results by using the therapy ball a bit 1-2 times a day than you will with using it lots
once a week.
If being on the ground is too painful, only complete part 1 against the wall. *See picture below. Your goal is to get to the
ground.

Part 1

Part 2

*If too tender on the
ground move up to the
wall

Glute Release with Therapy Ball
or Foam Roller
Here you will see the exercise completed with a therapy ball (pic 1) and other
variations with a travel roller (pic 2 & 3). Both are a great tools used to release
muscle tightness, correct muscle imbalances and improve posture. Proper pelvis
biomechanics and your glutes firing correctly plays a large role in how your body
distributes it’s weight into your lower extremities. Remember, release muscles and
don’t spend much time on joints or bony areas.

Picture 1

Picture 2

Picture 1 *my fav!
• Stand with your side to the wall.
• Place the therapy ball on the bulk of muscles on the side of your butt, gluteus
minimus and gluteus medius. *see image. They aren’t your big butt muscles, they
are your little butt muscles. You know, where your butt dimple should be .
• Stand with feet hip width apart, knees bent and push into the wall. Roll slowly.
• When you reach a tender spot, bend your knees and work it out for 10-15
seconds. Then release and move the ball to a new spot. You should find 3 main
spots.
Picture 2 *a variation of pic 1
• Place the travel roller on the ground. Lay on your side, supported by your arms
and your top leg. The travel roller will be beneath you.
• Position the roller between your hip and the top of your pelvis. Make a couple of
sweeps from top to bottom to become familiar with the area. It’s not very big, only
2-3 inches. It’s the same area you rolled with picture 1.
• To release simply find a tender spot and roll back and forth for 10-15 seconds.
Then find another.
Picture 3
• Much like picture 2 in that you are on your side, but this time create a figure 4
with your bottom leg. This is a stretch for the piriformis muscle.
• To release simply place the area you are stretching on the foam roller. You will
find a tender spot. Roll back and forth for 10-15 seconds. Then find another.
• The piriformis muscle and the sciatic nerve have an intimate connection. If you
experience any nerve pain get off that area! That isn’t a spot you should be rolling.

Picture 3

Squats

“Squat 300 times a day and you are going to give birth quicker.”- Ina May Gaskin

Ok 300 squats is a bit excessive but it lets you know just how important squats are when you are
pregnant! Squats;
• Help prepare/relax your pelvic floor for birth
• Opens up your pelvis and help baby descend
• Keep mobility in your hips
Let’s shoot for 100 squats per day!
Remember it is not about when you are going to fit in all
100 squats at once. It is about squatting more throughout
your day. Hold a static squat for 1 minute, count it as 25.
Here are 4 variations to try;

Simple Squat

Simple Squat
Stand with feet hip width apart, feet pointing forward.
Bring both your arms in front of you.
Slowly bend your legs into a deep squatting position.
Return to standing.

Be mindful of maintaining the curve of
your low back as you squat. No butt
winks. No tucking under. It’s
maintaining the curve that helps with
function and stretches your pelvic floor
muscles.

Sumo Squat
Stand with feet wider than hip width apart with toes pointing out and knees in line with the toes.
Lower yourself into the squat position. Make sure that your knees do not cave in toward each
other.
Return to standing by squeezing your glutes up.

Sumo Squat

Chair Squat
Stand with feet hip width apart.
Slowly sit back into the chair with your bum resting on it for one to two seconds.
Return to standing using your glutes muscles.
From this bottom position you’ll be able to focus on pressing through the heels to engage your
glutes. Make sure to stand straight up without leaning forward.
Squats with Ball Against the Wall
Stand with feet hip width apart with your back facing the wall.
Place an exercise ball between the wall and your lower back.
Lower yourself as far as you are comfortable.
If you feel too much pressure on your knees, move your feet
farther away from the wall.
Return to standing.

Chair Squat
Squats with Ball Against the Wall

Sitting on an exercise/birthing ball
An exercise ball and a birthing ball are the same thing! The fact that in some circles it is
called a birthing ball let’s you know just how helpful it is in your pregnancy and delivery.

Birth ball exercises *Use these exercises during pregnancy,
as well as during labour.
Pelvic tilts
Sit on the ball and complete the anterior and posterior pelvic
tilts described on the pelvic neutral handout.
Hula hoop (big and small hip circles)
Sit on the ball with feet firmly planted on the ground. Place your
hands on your hips and do large circles, as if you’re a hula
dancer. Complete both directions.
The bounce
Simply bouncing on the ball may help to give the counter press
ure you need during labor. During pregnancy, this one strength
ens your legs and ability to balance.
Resting child’s pose
Kneel in front on the ball and bend forward into child’s pose.
Use the ball to relax on.
Resting frog squat
Squat behind the ball. Lean forward on the ball and move your
knees apart like a frog.
Figure 8’s
Sit on the ball and do figure 8 movements with your hips.

A birthing ball;
• Helps balance ligaments, tendons and muscles in the pelvic area so baby can settle into an
optimal position.
• Helps maintain balance in the pelvic joints.
• Helps strengthen the low back.
• Helps to open the pelvis and hips and gives both mom and baby more room.
• Helps relieve pelvic pressure.
• During labor, it may coax baby into a better position.
• May support an easier, shorter labour.
• May reduce pain during labour.
• Can relieve back pain and back labour.
• Reduce the likelihood of interventions such as epidural or Csection.
How to use a ball
• Don’t inflate your ball to the max. You want it to have a little give. This makes it much
more comfortable.
• Sit on the ball with feet flat on the floor and spread apart to form a tripod with the birth ball.
• Roll your shoulders back and pull your lower belly in slightly, instead of just letting it hang.
• *Please remember that once your body becomes familiar with something it learns how to
cheat. Just because you are sitting on a ball does not mean you automatically sit in good
posture. You can sit just as crappy on a ball as you can in a chair. Be mindful of your
posture!
Choosing the correct size
• Make sure when sitting on a birthing ball your knees are lower than your hips. Having your
knees higher than your hips encourages non-optimal fetal positioning. I would change the
picture here by having the mom on a larger ball.
• Start using the ball within the 2nd trimester.

Walking
Walking is one of the best exercises you can do for your body.
We should be walking even when we aren’t pregnant! While
pregnant walking;
• Helps keep your body in balance and maintain pelvic alignment
• Improves pelvic floor health
• Increases circulation and lymphatic flow
• Improves digestion
• Improves cardiovascular health
• Improves bone density
• Keeps you happy!

Walk 30-60mins per day, preferably outdoors in the fresh air, sunlight and natural
surroundings. Or set a goal of 7,000-10,000 steps a day.
Ideas to get in more steps;
1. Walk across the hall to talk to a coworker instead of sending an email
2. Take the stairs instead of the elevator
3. Park your car further away from the entrance
4. Take a longer, roundabout way to your desk

